Bone transport for limb reconstruction following severe tibial fractures
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Abstract

A common treatment of tibial defects especially after infections is bone transport via external fixation. We compare complications and outcomes of 25 patients treated with a typical Ilizarov frame or a hybrid system for bone reconstruction of the tibia. Average follow up was 5.1 years. Particular interest was paid to the following criteria: injury type, comorbidities, development of osteitis and outcome of the different therapies. The reason for segmental resection was a second or third grade open tibia fractures in 24 cases and in one case an infection after plate osteosynthesis. Average age of the patients was 41 years (range 19 to 65 years) and average defect size 6.6 cm (range 3.0 to 13.4 cm). After a mean time of 113 days 23 tibial defects were reconstructed, so we calculated an average healing index of 44.2 days/cm. Two patients with major comorbidities needed a below knee amputation. The presence of osteitis led to a more complicated course of therapy. In the follow up patients with an Ilizarov frame had better results than patients with hybrid systems. Bone transport using external fixation is suitable for larger defect reconstruction. With significant comorbidities, however, a primary amputation or other methods must be considered.

Introduction

Compound fractures of the tibia are common. The most frequent mechanism of injury is high energy and over 50% may be classified as type III Gustilo-Anderson fractures.1-4 Complications regularly occur, influenced by severity of soft tissue damage and degree of fracture site contamination. Infection (3-16%), non-union (5-30%), loss of fixation, and abnormal biomechanics usually result in significant patient morbidity.2-4

Initial management of compound fractures normally involves significant surgical debridement and stabilization. Additionally, secondary complications may require subsequent resection of bone, potentially resulting in very large defects which may pose a significant challenge even to the experienced surgeon.2-4

There are now multiple options available for the management of large tibial defects. In recent times, the most widely utilized reconstructive approach has been external fixation with gradual limb lengthening or bone transport by distraction osteogenesis.5-8 Distraction osteogenesis promotes physiological intramembranous bone formation under tension, and was largely pioneered in the 1950s-1960s by Ilizarov. Ilizarov’s design consists of an external ring fixator, with a corresponding osteotomy and the application of gradual distraction to the two bone segments. This allows de novo bone and soft tissue formation to replace the missing bone.5-8

Normal fracture healing requires sufficient stability to permit appropriate apposition and alignment of the new bone.1,11,12 Therefore, an effective fixation system must discourage off-axes forces, while still permitting a degree of dynamic axial load. Early monolateral fixators were considered too rigid, tending towards inadequate bone stimulation and resulting in nonunion or malunion; and also allowed asymmetrical axis motion, leading to asymmetrical axis deviation.5,8,12

The Ilizarov ring apparatus largely solved these two problems, permitting a symmetrical distribution of forces, while permitting a degree of axial load-sharing at the fracture site.10,12 However, a significant complication rate remained, and obtaining additional soft-tissue access often proved difficult if further surgical intervention was required. Hybrid systems were developed in response for this need, attempting to combine the ability of the circular systems to adequately fix the healing fracture site, with the soft-tissue access permitted by a monolateral apparatus.5,8

The most common, and severe, complication of bone transport is non-union of the docking site.11,12 Due to the relative avascularity of the leading edge of the transported bone segment, consolidation at these sites represent the longest phase of the entire process, and this prolongation of the healing process can substantially delay the removal of an external fixator.11,12,13

Studies have suggested the addition of a cancellous bone graft may assist with earlier union, shorten external fixation time, and minimize re-fracture risk.13,14 Plate osteosynthesis has also been suggested to improve outcomes when combined with external fixation, but studies comparing this docking approach are few and results inconclusive.17

This study presents our experience with hybrid and classic Ilizarov fixation systems in the reconstruction of complex tibial fractures by bone transport and limb lengthening after primary shortening. Our study aims to: i) evaluate and compare the clinical outcomes of the use of hybrid and classic Ilizarov fixation systems in the reconstruction of complex tibial fractures by bone transport and limb lengthening; ii) examine the effect of various docking methods on healing and treatment course.

Materials and Methods

Between 2000 and 2010, patients were consecutively recruited at a level 1 trauma center.
The inclusion criteria for this study were as follows: patients aged a minimum of 18 years, with a bone defect of greater than 3 cm after tibial fracture, requiring secondary bone formation by callus distraction or bone transport. Patients were excluded from the study if they had not yet reached skeletal maturity, had neurological disorders affecting gait, or reported any systemic bone disease. Twenty-five patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria, and data from these cases were retrospectively reviewed (Table 1). Written consent was given by each of the patients.

Participants were aged between 21 and 65 years of age (5 women, 20 men), with a mean of 42 years. Patients consisted both of presentations via the emergency department, and those referred later. Using the Gustilo classification system, there were 19 grade IIIA and 3 grade IIIB fractures. The remaining 3 patients had an internal fixation of a closed fracture with secondary infection (2 plate osteosynthesis, 1 intramedullary nail).

Details were recorded of patient demographics, initial cause of injury, number and severity of comorbidities, operative procedures, additional antibiotic use required, initial fracture grading, pre-operative soft-tissue damage, and smoking status. Peripheral arterial diseases (PAD) were excluded by angiography. Details were recorded of the bone to be operated; type of injury; post-operative days to the end of the distraction; days to radiological bony consolidation; time to full weight-bearing without crutches; mean lengthening distance (mm); Bone Healing Index (days/cm); mean distraction time (days); mean time to patient discharge (days); mean duration of fixator application (days); limbs in which target lengthening was achieved (within 1 cm of target); Maryland Foot Score, a marker of post-operative pain and functional status; ADL score; radiological assessment of axial alignment; and clinical assessment of scar quality. Particular interest was paid to the effects of the different surgical techniques on the course of treatment and treatment outcome.

Complications were also recorded; particularly the number of superficial and deep infections, additional surgical interventions required, and docking failures. A systemic antibiotic, cefuroxime, was given empirically to all 25 patients immediately following hospital admission, and continued for a minimum of 72 hours.

All patients received standardized post-operative instructions about how to independently manage self-distract, and careful pin-care. Partial weight-bearing of up to 20 kg was encouraged from the 1st post-operative day, and maintained until radiological evidence of consolidation was obtained. Weight-bearing was then increased gradually. Patients were permitted to return home following adequate initial wound healing, and were reviewed in outpatient clinic by the surgical team 1 week after initial post-operative discharge, then every week during bone transport, and then every second week until radiological consolidation was noted.

All 25 patients were followed up through to the end of the consolidation phase, with a mean follow-up of 46 months. 2 years after the completion of the consolidation phase, 20 patients (80%) re-presented for a final clinical assessment of lower limb power, range of motion, Activities of Daily Living scores, and Maryland Foot Scores; along with radiological...
assessments of lower limb axial deviations, consolidation of the docking site and regenerate, and arthritic ankle joint changes.

**Surgical technique**

Each patient initially received a surgical primary radical debridement of non-viable bone and other soft tissue, and external fracture stabilization. Surgical priority was given to soft tissue consolidation, with serial debridement and Vacuseal usage. For larger soft tissue defects, flaps were used to provide adequate soft tissue coverage. On average, 4 preparatory surgical interventions were required per patient before there were suitable conditions for adequate callus distraction. 6 patients required preparatory flap reconstruction surgery.

The bone segment transport procedure was performed using Ilizarov’s well-described methodology. Corticotomy was undertaken using chisels and drills, and distraction commenced after 7 days, with a target transport speed of 1mm per day. 8 patients were fitted with the classic Ilizarov ring fixation system (Figure 1), while 17 were fitted with a hybrid system (Figure 2); combining a distal joint-bridging ring construction with a proximal monolateral fixation system. Fixator correction and further therapeutic intervention were individually implemented as necessary.

Four different fixation docking systems were utilized: compression from an external fixator alone; compression from an external fixator combined with cancellous bone grafting; and plate osteosynthesis alone or in combination with cancellous bone grafting.

**Results**

Both the Ilizarov and the Hybrid fixator patient groups were similar at baseline with regards to the initial fracture properties, bone transport distance, biometric characteristics and co-morbidities. Treatment course for both groups and fixator-related complications such as pin loosening, wound breakdown or infection were comparable (M=0.9 vs M=1.0).

All patients in the Ilizarov fixator group yielded good to very good Maryland Foot Scores, compared to only 75% with Hybrid fixators. Axial malalignment of greater than 5 degrees occurred more frequently in the Hybrid group (n=4 vs n=1), however, this was able to remedied by a corrective osteotomy in every instance. The Ilizarov patient group reported better scar formation and less severe ankle osteoarthritis (12% vs 53%); 67% of the Ilizarov group had returned to work, compared to just 36% with Hybrid fixation (Table 1).

Twenty-one bone defects were able to be successfully reconstructed through bone transport. 2 patients were successful managed with primary shortening of the lower leg and treated by subsequent callus distraction. The remaining 2 patients required lower limb amputation.

For all patients, the transport distance was on average 68 mm (SD±29.69), mean distraction time was 113 days (SD±55) and fixation apparatus were used for an average of 256 days. The correlation between transport distance was...
tance and mean distraction time was highly significant ($R=0.67; P<0.001$).

The Bone Healing Index (BHI) was on average 45 days per cm of transport distance. BHI decreased proportionally with increasing bony defect length ($R=0.621; P=0.001$; Figure 3).

Neither of the 2 subjects treated with primary shortening followed by simple callus distraction developed any post-operative osteitis. They did not require docking procedures, and compared to the bone transport group, had a lower complication rate ($M=0.5$ vs $M=1.1$); required far fewer subsequent operations ($M=2.5$ vs $M=10.8$); and had a much shorter stay in hospital ($M=62.5$ vs $M=116.7$). The other 23 patients developed osteitis requiring additional, subsequent surgical resection.

Patients with multiple, severe comorbidities ($n=5$) had a significantly longer hospital stay and a more complicated course of treatment ($M=147$ vs 88 days; $P=0.03$). Two required amputation. In contrast, no significant correlation could be found between quality of the initial fracture site nor amount of soft tissue defect before treatment. Neither age nor smoking significantly influenced treatment outcome.

Fourteen patients required additional antibiotic beads or sponges, however there was no significant effect on infection control or treatment course. There were no gross neurovascular injuries or compartment syndrome.

Successful fixator docking was achieved in all patients. In the metaphyseal region, external compression alone via the fixator was successful in all 5 patients with metaphyseal docking.

In the diaphysis, all 18 patients received an additional planned docking site procedure. 7 docking maneuvers were not successful and needed further surgical intervention. In total, 25 interventions were completed for a union at the docking site in the diaphyseal region. Plate osteosynthesis ($n=6$) or cancellous bone graft ($n=8$) had a 50% success rate. Plate osteosynthesis and simultaneous bone grafting ($n=11$) had a 100% success rate regardless of whether the procedure was primary or secondary.

**Discussion**

Post-traumatic reconstruction of any tibial injury, with any large bone defect, is long and complex and requires enormous effort on behalf of both patient and surgeon. The decision on how best to attempt to salvage the limb is often difficult to make, and several issues need to be considered; defect size, comorbidities, patient expectation and compliance.

In our cohort, treatment was much more difficult for patients with multiple, significant comorbidities. In order to avoid a long and debilitating course of treatment, amputation should be considered early for these patients.

A study published in 2005 by Baumgart *et al.* similarly noted a higher complication rate (2.3 vs 1.6) and a higher BHI (50.2 vs 40.8) following the development of osteitis. Schmidt *et al.* (2002) also reported an increased BHI in patients with pre-existing osteitis. Our results support these findings; pre-existing osteitis secondary to a tibial fracture was present prior to the commencement of treatment in 23 cases; and subjects who were treated initially with primary leg shortening and subsequent simple callus distraction, developed no osteitis and had a simpler treatment course and better overall outcomes.

We therefore believe that initial radical resection, to reduce the risk of healing site infection in tibial fractures with significant bone defects, may help to minimize complications and improve treatment course. The size of the resulting defect should distinctly be the second priority to minimizing infection risk; as the number of operations, amount of complications, length of hospital stay and BHI are all significantly increased in the case of infection.

The BHI has been defined two separate ways in the literature. Some authors have described it, similarly to us, as the mean consolidation index; or the time to bony union (duration of external fixator use), divided by the amount of regenerated bone length in days per cm. Meanwhile, other studies define the BHI as the duration of treatment to full axial loading per cm length of regenerated bone. This has to be taken into account when interpreting our results.

We found that longer segment transport distances were not associated with a worse treatment course or overall patient outcome. In our study, BHI was on average 45 days per cm. Other authors report Bone Healing Indices of 42 to 50 days per cm.24-26

We also found that BHI decreased proportionally with increasing bony defect length, suggesting that larger defects necessitated less healing time to restore the length of the bone. Other authors have similarly achieved good results with long transport distances.25,27 This further emphasizes that early segmental bony resection should certainly not be avoided or feared; as it is infection, rather than the defect length, which is the decisive factor for the further course of treatment.

Use of local antibiotic devices remains a controversial topic. A 1995 retrospective study by Ostermann *et al.* reported a significant reduction of infection rate following use of PMMA chains with higher grade open fractures.28 However, there are still no prospective studies that have been able to demonstrate the efficacy of local antibiotic therapy in osteitis.29 With the uncertainty in the literature, Tiemann and Hoffman (2009) suggested that additional local antibiotic therapy should only be used in the setting of purulent bone infection or acute exacerbation of chronic osteitis.30 Our findings support this.

When comparing the two distraction apparatus, no significant differences were observed during therapy with regards to operation count, hospital stay, BHI, or success of fixator docking procedures. Apparatus-related complication rate was similar for both groups. The ring construction of the Ilizarov fixator certainly offers more control and scope for fine correction during the transport phase, and this explains the lesser incidence of lower limb malalignment within this cohort.31 Designs with hexapod technology, such as the Taylor Spatial frame, further improve the ability to simultaneously correct lower limb axis deviations with continual computer-assisted monitoring. But weight and costs of these systems have to be taken into account.4 Our management protocols are comparable with other similar studies.21,22,27 Similar to other studies, the classic Ilizarov fixator group demonstrated better functional outcomes than the Hybrid fixator group. Of concern, treatment with Hybrid systems also appears to result in a higher rate of post-treatment lower limb axial deviation.21,22,27

The current gold standard in external fixation is the ring fixator.24,26,28 While monolateral fixation systems are highly rigid in the immediately vicinity to fixation apparatus, there is a propensity toward a higher degree of freedom of movement on the non-fixed, contralateral side. This can lead to an uneven distribution of compression and distraction forces within the bone.

A ring fixator more uniformly distributes the weight around a central axis, with rigidity increasing directly in proportion to increasing load. Thus, a higher degree of stability may be theoretically achieved, and can form a better foundation through which micro movements may then be superimposed, to provide the appropriate stimulus required for adequate callus formation.30 Thus, consolidation time may be less for ring systems than for monolateral fixation devices.30 This biomechanical advantage is a possible explanation for the differences in functional outcomes between the two cohorts of our study.

In a comparison between hybrid and classic ring fixation apparatus, Lundy *et al.* suggested that there were no significant biomechanical advantage to either approach.32 Meanwhile, Khalily *et al.* found the classic ring to be superior.12

As stated previously, successful docking of the fixator apparatus is crucial for successful bone transport. Our findings regarding the relative success of the metaphyseal approach are mirrored by current recommendations found
in the literature, that metaphyseal docking normally requires only external compression from the fixator alone, and additional bone grafts need only be recommended in the presence of anticipated instability. Other authors support our findings, and have also recommend plate osteosynthesis with bone grafting in diaphyseal docking.

Conclusions

The authors recognize that this study has limitations. It is retrospective and represents the experience of 2 surgeons from a single treatment facility. The study, like similar studies, suffers from a small number of study participants. Despite these limitations, this is an analysis of a reasonably homogenous group of patients with complex tibial fractures requiring large bone resection; and remains the only study to date which analyses the effect of a variety of fixator docking approaches as well as to compare the effectiveness of the classic Ilizarov ring fixator to hybrid apparatus. However, the authors recognize the need for higher power, prospective studies with larger sample sizes to draw more definitive conclusions.

In conclusion, our study finds that the Ilizarov apparatus yields better outcomes in limb reconstruction following severe, compound fractures of the tibia.
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